
A successful, well-run company operates with an embedded culture and proven framework of compliance 

and corporate governance. Your company runs no differently. 

However, increased entity compliance and regulatory complexities are par for the course as your company expands 

in size and scope. A surge in market pressures and business continuity challenges enhances the importance of great 

subsidiary governance. Conquering global entity management is no easy task. Add in multiple third-party partners, 

inconsistent global processes, and no single source of truth1 (just to name a few) and you’ve got the perfect disaster 

resulting in complete and total compliance chaos.

You simply cannot have that. You need a modern, comprehensive approach across your entire organization.  

A ‘Full-Suite’ if you will, offering you seamless domestic and international benefits you never thought possible.

A FULL SUITE
OF GLOBAL

HOW SWEET IS THAT?

ENTITY MANAGEMENT

SOLUTIONS.



A solution of this scale requires integrated services and innovative technology 

giving you confidence in your entity data. With a centralized technology platform, 

you bring together your entity management and registered agent data into one 

system, streamlining the chaos of compliance control and aligning well with your 

overall vendor consolidation strategy.

But that’s not all. 

With the right entity management technology, you open endless avenues, further 

maximizing your global efficiencies. By leveraging a team of trusted experts 

you’ll have the right people in place to assist in managing every aspect of your 

global entities, ensuring consistent governance processes around the globe. And, 

governance advisory services, well that’s standard, so you’ll never have to worry 

about mismanagement of your global corporate structure. 

One partner, one platform and one global solution to manage everything entity 

management. Sounds pretty sweet, right?

Computershare’s global entity management suite of services, powered by our 

forward-thinking technology platform, GEMSTM, gives you the best of everything 

entity management. With the GEMS platform at the core of your compliance 

framework you reduce risks, alleviate compliance burdens and enhance governance 

practices with one solution integrating entity everything into a single platform. Your 

data becomes more accessible and accurate, and you get a partner with global reach 

and local expertise across 150 jurisdictions worldwide helping you conquer entity 

compliance management complexities, no matter where you operate. And, you 

gain a single source of truth across your entire organization providing full visibility 

into all your registered agent and entity governance needs. You’ll be massively 

productive focusing on high priority business goals and objectives because, now, 

you’ll have a half-tech/half-human entity compliance management tool. 



Global Entity Management.  

The GEMS platform offers 

a centralized approach for 

companies to achieve global 

compliance, minimize risk and 

increase transparency. With the 

GEMS solution, you’ll be able to 

log on — anytime, anywhere — and 

immediately verify your entity 

structure and compliance status.

ONE PLATFORM. ONE LOGIN. ONE VENDOR.

A complete global governance solution delivered by the right partner with the right technology keeps you free from 

unnecessary financial, compliance and operational risks while facing today’s world head on.

Registered Agent Services.  

Have confidence your entities 

maintain good standing. With your 

U.S. registered agent data expertly 

filed and updated in the GEMS 

platform on your behalf, you can 

move on from the time-consuming 

oversight of transactional services, 

service of process and annual 

report obligations.  

Global Entity Management  
as a Service. 

Take control with a centralized solution 

bringing together global entity 

management services, U.S. registered 

agent, governance advisory and 

software to provide a single source of 

global truth supported by an expert 

global support team. Your company can 

realize greater cost control, compliance 

certainty, cost reductions across the 

board and more consistent processes.

Ready to take the next step? Get in contact with Computershare today! 

1 Single source of truth (SSOT) is a concept used to ensure that everyone in an organization bases business decisions on the same data. 

GEMS Global Entity Management System is a trademark of Computershare.

https://www.computershare.com/ca/en/business/corporate-governance/streamline-entity-management
https://www.talend.com/resources/single-source-truth/

